Melzak [2] has shown that there exists a convex pseudopolyhedron Q (the convex hull of a convergent sequence of points together with its limit point) in E which is s-universal for triangles, that is, all possible triangles occur (up to similarity) as plane sections of Q. He conjectured that no polyhedron P has this property. In this short note we give an elementary proof of this conjecture. (In [l], Klee discusses in detail the problem of the existence of s-universal polyhedra for various classes /{ of convex bodies. He asserts on p. 263, but does not prove, that Melzak 1 s conjecture is true. )
The proof is by contradiction. Suppose a bounded convex polyhedron P (the convex hull of a finite number of points) in E is s-universal for triangles. Let {or.} be any monotonie decreasing sequence of real numbers, each less than -• TT, tending to the limit 0 as i -* oo. Let A. be an isosceles l triangle with angles a m , a., IT -2a., and let 6 . be the plane section of P similar to A.-We shall refer to the vertex of l Ô. where the angle tr -2or. occurs as the apex of the triangle, the opposite side as the base of the triangle, and the distance between these two as the height of the triangle. Since the sides of 6 . lie on the faces of P there is a correspondence of P (semi-ordered because A. is isosceles so the order of p , p is not significant). As P has a finite number of faces there are only a finite number of these semi-ordered triples, and so some subsequence of {A.} consists of triangles corresponding to the same triple (p , p ; q). By change of 1 Ù notation we may write { &.} for this subsequence.
Two cases now arise:
1. The plane q is parallel to the line £ = p r\ p . Let d be the distance between q and I ; then it is easy to see that any plane section of p , p , q must be a triangle whose height 1 2 is at least d. This means that 6. has height at least d and base at least Ed cot a.. As i -* oo, a -*• 0, 2d cot a, -* oo
and so the sequence of triangles {6.} is unbounded. This is a contradiction since we have assumed that P is bounded. respectively, then <p > 0 and <p > 8 . We conclude that mm is bounded away from tr. This is a contradiction since, 1 2 by our original assumption, the triangles 5. (whose apex angles are arbitrarily close to TT) occur amongst these sections.
Hence each of the two cases leads to a contradiction and the conjecture is proved.
The boundedness of P is an essential condition for the truth of the conjecture. A simple continuity argument establishes that any infinite triangular prism is s-universal for triangles. Further, if P is a tetrahedron at one vertex of which the three face angles are a (0 <a < TT/3), then P is s-universai for triangles whose angles all exceed a.
